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                Tamilians all over the world can have their products and goods popularised and recognised at high standards through this portal, which enables to promote top-notch deliverables. Well, the promising mission of WTCC isn’t confined only to these aspects, but the panoramas expand by paving way for import-export of products from industries manufactured by Tamil community. Our Vision & Mission
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                                            Five Remarkable Celebrations (ஐம்பெரும் விழா) Organized by the Global Organisation of Tamil Origin
                                        
                                    

                                
 
                                
                                    
                                        

                                        The Global Organisation of Tamil Origin Meet, which has been an annual tradition for the past nine years, is gearing up for its tenth-year celebration with a grand Penta event. Scheduled to take place on January 6th and 7th in the vibrant city of Chennai, this event promises to be a vibrant showcase of Tamil culture, history, and heritage. It will be a unique blend of art, culture, traditional cuisine, attire, and various other elements that epitomize the richness of the Tamil language and the legacy of the ancient Tamils.



Beyond its cultural significance, this gathering is set to serve a broader purpose. The event will provide a platform for MSME (Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises) entrepreneurs to come together and explore economic opportunities. Small business owners from different corners of the globe will have the chance to showcase and promote their products, fostering economic growth within the Tamil community.



As we all know, cinema serves as a powerful bridge connecting the Tamil-speaking diaspora. To mark this connection and honor the 'Centenary Celebration of Kalaignar Karunanidhi,' the event will feature 'Kalaignarum Cinemavum,' a segment that pays tribute to the influence of cinema in the Tamil community.



This gathering is also an occasion to showcase the vibrant celebrations of the Tamil community. It will feature live demonstrations of the Uzhavar Thirunaal, a traditional Festival. College students from various institutions will participate, reviving the cultural and intellectual games that have been forgotten over time. Selvakumar, the President of the World Tamil Chamber of Commerce Association and the Global Organisation of Tamil Origin, emphasized that this festival aims to celebrate Tamil heritage and showcase the pride of Tamils to the world.



The event is set to be graced by esteemed guests, including members of the State Legislative assembly, Parliamentarians, State Central Ministers, Mayors, Educationalists, industrialists, and Tamil scholars. As part of the festivities, special awards will be presented to deserving individuals. The 'Sathanai Tamilan' award will honor those Tamils who have achieved outstanding accomplishments. The 'Nallasan' award will recognize educators who have contributed significantly to the preservation and promotion of the Tamil language. Lastly, the 'Thalai Nimirntha Tamilan' award will celebrate the achievements of Tamils living across the oceans.



This grand celebration will span two days and has garnered international attention. Invitations have been extended to Tamils residing in various countries, underlining the event's significance on a global scale. For more information and inquiries, please feel free to contact +60166167708 via WhatsApp.



The Global Organisation of Tamil Origin's upcoming Penta event is set to be a remarkable celebration of Tamil culture, economic empowerment, and a strong sense of unity within the Tamil community. It promises to be an event that not only pays homage to tradition but also looks forward to a bright and prosperous future.
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                                        Governor of Nagaland Shri La. Ganesan presented awards to doctors and institutions at the Seventh Annual Medical Excellence Awards ceremony organised by the World Tamil Chamber of Commerce on  19th 

Mr.Ganesan pointed out that Tamil Nadu had a number of hospitals where people from all over the world sought treatment .

Medical tourism had become popular in the country, he said Mr.Ganesan said that the cost of treatment was low in India when compared to a number of countries as a result of which many people sought treatment here.

 R. Gunasekaran, former Dean of Government Stanley Medical College, urged budding doctors to minimize investigations and concentrate more on clinical examination.

Try to spend more time with patients, Dr.Gunasekaran said Mr. Ganesan presented several awards on the occasion .

This included performance award, medical excellence award, in orthopaedics, outstanding dependability award, healthcare services in suburban areas, dentistry and for social responsibility and outreach.

J. Selvakumar, President of World Tamil Chamber of Commerce, and C.M.K.Reddy, President of TAMPA, who was a part of the jury, spoke.
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                                        World Tamil Chamber of Commerce (WTCC) has planned to organize ‘The 7th Annual MEDICAL EXCELLENCE AWARDS’ on 19th August 2023 @Chennai. Best Doctors, Medical Awareness Programs, Medical Products & Equipments, Pharmaceutical Companies, Best hospitals on various specialized medical sectors providing their expertise, infrastructure with modern equipment and quality services & more would also be awarded in this event. 



Doctors can send their Bio-data & achievements through the following google form:

https://forms.gle/Ep2XQoKF5yuitZGa7
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                                        With the guidance of the Ministry of Entrepreneur and Cooperatives Development (MECD), World Tamil Chamber of Commerce has organized the ‘International MSME B2B Meet’ at the SME Corp, Platinum Central at Kuala Lumpur on 27th & 28th of June 2023 with the support of Malaysian Associated Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry (MAICCI)



In the inaugural function on the first day, H.E. Senator Puan Saraswathy Kandasami, the Deputy Minister for Entrepreneur and Cooperatives Development, Mr Selvakumar, President of World Tamil Chamber of Commerce, Dato' Seri Gobalakrishnan Narayanasamy, the President of Malaysian Associated Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry (MAICCI), Mr. Mohd Rithaudden Makip, Deputy CEO Policy & Coordination, SME Corp. Malaysia participated.



Honorable Deputy Minister Senator Puan Saraswathy Kandasami, in her address, mentioned that this conference has created excellent goodwill and understanding and scope for the joint efforts of the MSMEs of both countries of India & Malaysia. It will also help in locating the stock market prospects and the Malaysian MSME entrepreneurs can directly contact their Indian counterparts thereby making scope for farther trade.



Further, she assured that the Malaysian Government will extend all the help needed and the efforts of Mr. Selvakumar for this conference have opened new doors for the entrepreneurs investing in Malaysia!



The World Tamil Chamber of Commerce, President Mr Selvakumar observed that this conference will provide the base for better economic cooperation and trade development and it will also establish closer understandings between the Indian and Malaysian traders.



MAICCI President Dato' Seri Gobalakrishnan Narayanasamy, in his address, mentioned that his federation will extend all help and cooperation to the Indian traders and it will take the India-Malaysia economy to the next higher level.



During this programme, World Tamil Chamber of Commerce and entered into a contract with MAICCI. On behalf of MAICCI, Dato' Seri Gobalakrishnan Narayanasamy and on behalf of the World Tamil Chamber of Commerce Mr Selvakumar & Mr. Kumareason on behalf of the Divine Bharat Chamber of Commerce signed on the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) in presence of the Honorable Deputy Minister.



A Directory with details of India-Malaysia Traders was released. Various Traders’ Associations from India, more than 120 traders, the various Indian State traders’ Associations in Malaysia, Importers of small grains, export/import of textiles, importers of traditional Indian Medicinal systems such as Siddha, Ayurveda, and various other import/export agencies participated in this programme.



A Dinner party was conducted in the evening on behalf of MAICCI. H.E Mr. B.N Reddy, High Commissioner of India to Malaysia participated in the dinner session and informed that the extent of cooperation given by the Indian Central Government for the Startup India Project will be matched by the Malaysians & Indians as well!”. He expressed his thanks to the participants.



Just as the traders’ team visited Malaysia with efforts from Dato' Seri Gobalakrishnan Narayanasamy, a similar team of Malaysian traders will soon visit India. He thanked one and all.



Puan Saraswathy Kandasami informed that she belongs to the Tamil cadre and originated from Namakkal in Tamil Nadu. As such, she requested that the Malaysian Traders’ team visiting India must also include visits to Namakkal and the industrial city of Coimbatore!



Indian traders expressed their delight on this visit and the prospects are excellent for starting industries in Malaysia.
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                                        The harmonious relationship between India & Malaysia extends for decades and ages, with the history dating back to 200 years ago when Indian immigrants got settled in Malaysia, and their vigorous and unconditional contribution in various arenas has increased the resources of the motherland and the country. More like the positive rhythmic relationship between the people from both countries, the Governments of these two countries have become prosperous with friendly and cordial bonding. 



A noteworthy fact is that India is the largest trading partner of Malaysia, with 150 Large Industrial Companies, 60 IT companies, and 7 Indian public sector companies successfully operating their business in Malaysia. On the counterpart, 68 Malaysian companies - Road Construction companies, airport construction companies, and Telecommunications are in India. 



A valuable fact is that India accounts for 40% of the World Trade Exports & 33% of the World Trade Imports of Malaysia, which include not just Large Scale Industries alone but small and micro-industries as well, which have benefitted the people of both countries. 



The INTERNATIONAL MSME–B2B MEET has been planned to organise in the month of June 2023 in Malaysia, escalating the Business trade value of MSME between these countries. 



It is a hub and one-stop destination for Micro, Small and Medium Export & Import Enterprises in India and Malaysia to display and market their products.  A perfect arrangement has been made to impart complete knowledge about the business resources and foreign exchange methods, thereby increasing business opportunities through "SKILLED TRAINING". 



The "INTERNATIONAL MSME – B2B MEET" also facilities and creates opportunities for people of both countries through self-help groups and self-reliance policies, apart from generating a business for products manufactured by women part-time. 



The current global scenario demands the consumption of immunity-boosting foods, which helps people with natural recovery from health and medical ailments. The Government of India, considering this as the ultimate need of the hour, declared the year 2023 as ‘The Year of Millets’, to create awareness among the people to produce resistant grains and consume them as everyday food. 



This International small-scale business B2B Meet hosted with the great objective of growing grains in Malaysia, which has a lot of natural resources, and importing healthy foods from India so that the Malaysian people can eat and live a disease-free life.



By facilitating and materializing these measures, both countries can witness not the reduction of foreign exchange alone but the medical expenses too.  The objective of the World Tamil Trade Association is to engage the people of India and Malaysia, who share a friendly relationship in long-term trade, thereby benefitting both countries.
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                                                Vision & Mission

                                                
                                                    	Promoting the Products /Goods of Tamil Self welfare Groups worldwide
	Making a pathway to export & import of small scale industrial products produced by tamil community
	Conducting B2B Conferences /Expos promoting Tamil Entrepreneurs &

Magnates
	To conduct, organize, cultural programmes, seminars, musical concerts, dramas, stage shows etc., for augument Association funds towards corpus and also towards fulfilling the objects of the Association.
	To raise funds for the Association by way of Subscriptions, Donations etc., within India or Abroad and other means for the fulfillment of its aims and objects.
	To do all such other acts and things as are incidental or conducive to the attainment of all or any of the purposes of the Association.
	Enhancing the Tamil originated small scale entrepreneurs
	Launching Business Training Centers worldwide helping Fresher Students
	Gaining the Benefits for the Organization following the Rules of respective Countries.
	Enhancing the growth of Tamil Entrepreneurs in various departments
	Creating a wing among CEO’s of Tamil Origin
	To bring individuals who have immense interest in the development of Tamil Language into contact with one another with a view to establish relations of friendship and goodwill towards one another so that they can have exchange of thoughts and views.
	Updates the members on an on-going basis, the changes in rules, regulations, policies and legislations impacting businesses, market opportunities, emerging technologies and other relevant matters
	Commissions studies on subjects of importance which affect the trade & industry as and when required
	Publishes a Directory of Members once in two years for distribution
	Commissions studies on subjects of importance which affect the trade & industry as and when required
	Liaise and maintain a good rapport with different government departments, institutions, Diplomatic Missions in Chennai.
	Represent the issues of members to appropriate authorities for grievance redressal. Facilitate periodical interactions with Government officials for sharing our inputs and drawing their attention to ground issues to lobby for policy changes.
	Facilitates knowledge sharing between members and industry experts
	Organize seminars, workshops and conferences on topics of current interest for the benefit of members.
	Conduct trainings and workshops on finance , managerial , taxation , HR topics for the executives and staff
	Provide trainings for fresh recruits of member companies
	Offer certificate / short duration courses for employees on various relevant topics like Industrial Engineering , Taxation , etc
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                            Conferences

                            COMMERCIALIZING WITH HIGH STANDARDS

                            Tamilians all over the world can have their products and goods popularised and recognised at high standards through this portal, which enables to promote top-notch deliverables. Well, the promising mission of WTCC isn’t confined only to these aspects, but the panoramas expand by paving way for import-export of products from industries manufactured by Tamil community. Be it aspiring entrepreneurs or the reigning Magnates of Tamil community, their statuses are sure to get ennobled through B2B conferences and Expos hosted by WTCC.

                        

                    
                

                                
                
                    
                        
                            

                            Interviews

                            

                            There might be a plethora of languages found on the global map, but Tamil has been ennobled as a ‘Culture’ for its esthetical prominence of literature from the Stone Age. Nurtured with the essence of superlative values and traditions, every Tamilian exhibits the unparalleled uniqueness of not just making greater achievements, but spreading red carpets out for everyone across the planet to establish their realms here.‘Saadhanai Thamizhargal’ is a spearheading attempt of showcasing the eminent Tamil personalities and their crowning accomplishment in their respective fields.

                        

                    
                

                                
                    
                        

                        Festivals

                        SPREADING THE FRAGRANCE OF TAMIL CULTURE THROUGH ARTS AND MUSIC

                        Tamil has been synonymously epitomized with art, culture and music that dates back to a history beyond centuries. To ensure such magniloquent beauty is beautified more through the great Tamilains across the globe, WTCC will be conducing and organizing cultural programmes, seminars, musical concerts, stage dramas et al.
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                                                SELVAKUMAR

                                                President – International

                                                
                                                    “Thinking should become your capital asset, no matter whatever ups and downs you come across in your life”

An augmentative quote marked by the most adorable APJ Abdul Kalam. Well, there are few who just don’t prescribe thinking as a capital asset, but a value that carves them a niche not just as a successful entrepreneur, but a valuable personality of congeniality and unparalleled nature.

Couple of decades and Selva Kumar is now a man of multiple values, high-profile appellations across the global maps embellishing his incredulous achievement of business relationship in more than seven countries. Spangled with a multi-faceted accomplishment in the field of media, service, International Trade and Business, his endeavouring attempts stretched across the film industry with an impeccable journey of Edison Awards that caters to the film buffs.
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                                President – International Business
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                                                DEVAMANY

                                                President – International Business

                                                
                                                    Speaker & Perak State & Executive Council Member of Common Wealth Parliamentary Association, an active personality plays a vital role in the investment sector of WTCC.
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                                General Secretary
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                                                DEENADAYALAN

                                                General Secretary

                                                
                                                    A self-starter with the ability to work in a fast paced environment with high interest in Business Analysis and Consultation. Have well verse knowledge in engineering manufacturing and worked with many level of people with various background. Helped company in various process improvement and cost down projects.
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                                Vice President - Medical Wing
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